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ABSTRACT 

 

Limit of “adhesion based” railways brake systems is the available adhesion between wheel and rail. 

In case of degraded adhesion due to water, leaves, grease, rust, the available adhesion decreases initiating undue wheel 

locking. 

Wheel Slide Protection are devices dedicated to the management of the braking effort in case of degraded adhesion, 

preventing the wheel to lock and flat. 

 

Research Objective: 

Over the years Wheel Slide Protection devices have evolved from simple anti-lock function to real adhesion control 

systems assigned to the best possible adhesion recovery in case of wheels sliding. 

Fast evolution of microcontrollers, providing calculation capacity increase and possible use of floating point, allowed 

Wheel Slide Protection systems to move from old “state diagrams” algorithms to more modern linear algorithms, e.g. 

PID. 

Nevertheless, despite this evolution, most of the available algorithms, both state diagrams and linear, still present well-

known disadvantages: 

 

• long and heavy setup phase carried out on field, to provide the best possible parameters tuning 

• field tests are normally performed on track in a restricted range of artificial adhesion values, normally between 

µ=0.05 and µ=0.08, as currently prescribed by UIC 541-05 

• environmental variables affecting WSP performances are the adhesion value, the type of pollutant, the weight 

charging the wheel-to-rail contact point, stability over time of these variables, speed of the train 

• fix tuning algorithms can achieve exceptional performances in a restricted environmental variables variation, but 

become critical (e.g. low performing or even unstable) when said variables start to have wide variations 

• most of the times, the tuning must be re-executed at every new application 

 

Some recent algorithms provide lookup tables with set of parameters changing according to some environmental 

variables, e.g. train speed; nevertheless, said lookup tables must be re-tuned at every application. 

 

Methodology: 

A true adaptive algorithm, based on adaptive filters techniques, will be presented. 

Said algorithm aims to self-calibrate its parameters, continuously and in real-time, according to the instantaneous values 

of the environmental variables, avoiding the need of long-lasting field tuning activities and parameters customization per 

application. 

 

Results: 

Results achieved by comparing traditional algorithms with the proposed true-adaptive algorithm will be presented.  

The test environment consists not only of a classical test rig, implementing a virtual vehicle model, but also of a multi-

axle roller rig reproducing the physical wheel-rail contact for four consecutive wheelsets. The performances’ evaluation 

will be based on the most relevant criteria, also mentioned in the standards regulating the Wheel Slide Protection (UIC 

541-05, EN15595) as the stopping distance, the axles maximum slide and the air consumption. 

 

Limitation of the study: 

At this stage, the presented results are obtained at laboratory level. Nevertheless, the multi-axle roller rig guarantees a 

high level of integration between simulated and physical functions. 

 

Conclusion: 

The study, object of the paper, will present the preliminary results of a true-adaptive WSP algorithm able to control the 

train’s axles sliding across a wide range of environmental conditions, adhesion levels and types of pollutant, increasing 

the control’s stability and avoiding the need of field tuning activities. 

 


